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afweeks left
Growing numbers prompt new growing pains
Jessica Van Gilder
Isis Alexander
Managing Editor
Staff Writer
When this '80s cult classic was
performed by The Police, they had
no idea how relevant their lyrics
wouldbe to the current on-campus
housing crunch, as residence halls
rose to 112 percent capacity this
year, up five percent from last year.
Housing and Residence Life at-
tributed the current situation to the
significant rise in the number ofad-
mitted freshmen—l 32 more than
last year, totaling 900 for this year—
as well as returning upperclassmen
opting to remain on campus.
When Jim White, associate pro-
vost for Enrollment Management,
enrolled at Seattle University in
1989 there were less than 400
freshmen. Since then, the univer-
sity's freshmen enrollmenthas more
than doubled, straining the univer-
sity's facilities. The enrollment for
the last three years ranged from 763
in 2005 to 787 in 2006.
Last year, the number
dropped slightly to Braden VanDragt t he Spectat6<
Samantha Hastings strategizes with her motherabout how to arrange her room. Hastings is one of 90 students in transitional triples.
Red mugs for green campus
Veronica Martin
Campaign aims to reduce waste
Staff Writer
The leaves heralding autumn
may be only beginning to turn
red, but across Seattle U's campus
the color has already taken over.
Perched precariously on the small
desks of weary freshmen at 8 a.m.
classes, set reassuringly beside the
computers of professors and faculty
and heldfirmly in the hands ofhur-
ried individuals in transit, the red
mugs are everywhere. These mugs
also carry a message, doubling as
a direct question to any would-be
enquirers: 'got mug?'
The newly launched 'got mug?'
campaign is headedby Karen Price,
Seattle U's Sustainability Manager,
and graduate studentKara Wittmer,
the Campus Sustainability Project
Intern.
The campaign was initially de-
signed to target the incoming fresh-
men class of 2012. New students
received the mugs at check-in. The
program hopes to increase aware-
ness of the waste generated each
day by students and faculty, spe-
cifically paper cups. The incentive is
a 20-cent discount on any hot bev-
erage or fountain soda at campus
cafes when using any reusable mug.
Simply mention the campaign to
receive the price adjustment.
"The primary goal of'got mug?'
is to inspire, educate and support
people in developing a new habit,"
said Wittmer.
To start things off, Wittmer
attended the freshmen barbeque,
approaching new and returning
students and asking them to sign
a commitment pledge stating how
many times per week they were
willing to use their new mug. The
numbers reached 11,000 uses
per week. Wittmer hopes to con-
tinue the pledge—this time for
all students—throughout the
quarter.
vironmental studies major.
As part of the campaign, Hennig
documented her experience of re-
placing paper cups with a reusable
mug. Her record will be posted
weekly on the campaign's blog,
accessible through the Seattle U
Communities Website. Hennig
was struck by the amount ofwaste
she generated. Paper cups are such
a normal presence in everyday life
that disposing of them is an after-
thought, ifnot a completely uncon-
scious act, Hennig said.
In addition to the 20-cent dis-
count, weekly blog updates, and the
freshmen-oriented pledge, the cam-
pus Sustainability Department has
a page on their Web site dedicated
to 'got mug?' along with
a guide to sustainable
lifestyle choices.
Keep it clean, says
SU e-mail system
Sara Bernert
News Editor
The e-mail system at Seattle U
might not be able to wash mouths
out with soap, but it does stop
messages that use naughty words
from ever reaching their desired
destination. While it may keep
inboxes clean, the lost e-mails also
create confusion.
Abigail Wiechmann, senior
criminal justice and forensic psy-
chology major, waited for the
arrival of an important e-mail
regarding a research study. When
it never came, she assumed it was
never sent, only to learn that it had
been but, for some reason, never
arrived.
As it turned out, the study con-
tained terms considered offensive
by Seattle Us email system and so
it was blocked from her inbox.
experienced this problem.
"There have been a few times
th'at my friends have e-mailec
me and I never received it," sak
Alec Unis, senior history and lit-
erature major. "I've even missec
some meetings at work because,
for whatever reason, I never got
the e-mail.
What blocks these messages
is not the university's anti-spam
software, but something else callec
"the bad word list," a collection o
about 40 offensive words that,
when used in an e-mail from an
outside address, cause the message
to be blocked entirely.
"It's an interesting list," said
Mark Kawakami, network man-
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createdby the university
several years ago to serve as a spam
filter. While some e-mails from out-
side address occasionally get through,
most are blocked.
Students never know a message
was sent and the senders neverknow
it wasn't received. The e-mail simply
disappears.
"It's like a black hole," said Man
Byers, system administrator at OIT.
"The e-mail hits the windshieldand
bounces right off."
Byers explained that the system
doesn't send the e-mail back to the
sender for fear ofreturning so many
that the school's system would be
blocked by other e-mail providers.
In essence, it would make Seattle U's
system look like a spammer.
The list method has obvious
flaws. OIT upgraded to a much
more sophisticated anti-spamware
program Baracuda—which sends
hourly updates about new spam
and Trojans—over two years ago.
Nevertheless, the bad word list re-
mains in place.
"It's something we've been asked
to do," said Matt Eagan, another
system administrator. "We'll keep it
in place until the school decides they
don't need it anymore."
Kawakami said OIT and the uni-
versity have been seriously consider-
ing removing it.
"Obviously die flow of informa-
tion is being blocked at some point
and we'd like to make sure students
and staffreceive the emails [...] they
need," he said.
Robert Dullea, vice president for
It's like a black hole [...]
The e-mail hits the
windshield and
bounces right off.
Matt Byers
OIT
universityplanning who now super-
vises OIT, said he was unaware that
the list existed until he heard about
it from another college, and that the
number ofpeople affected by it was
probably small.
Some have no qualms with the
list remaining. Matthew DeWeese,
junior political science major, feels
that if students want to use bad lan-
guage with their friends they should
do so with a different e-mail.
"The university system is like a
work account," said DeWeese. "You
wouldn't use that sort oflanguage at
your job, would you?" ,
Regardless, the list will be re-
moved by die end of this year.
"There may be some increase in
the number of spam messages you
receive," said Dullea, "but I think
that is something our students and
staff are ready to accept."
Egan said the amount of spam
that makes it through to inboxes
once the list system is removed
will probably not be very notice-
able. However, both he, Byers and
Kawakami stress the importance of
being able to recognize what is and
is not spam.
Over the summer several students
and staffmembers received an e-mail
claiming to be from the technology
office. The e-mail asked for the re-
ceiver's username and password. That
should have been ared flag to readers
that it was a spam message.
"OIT, the school, your bank, and
really any reputable business would
never ask you for your information,
especially not your password," said
Byers.
Messages, like die one sent over
the summer, which pretend to
be from official offices in order to
acquire personal information are
called phishing emails, explained
Beyers. OIT manages to catch most
phishing attempts early, but some-
timesnot before several people have
already replied with their informa-
tion. Once the spambot acquires a
username and password, it uses die
e-mail account to send out more
messages to odier users.
Seatde U receives an average of
15 million spam messages a mondi.
Without the spam filter, students and
staff would receive at least 25,000
messages a week. While most spam
is blocked, it's impossible to stop all
of them. OIT hopes diey can lower
die number ofproblems associated
widi spam by educating people.
"Much like your social secu-
rity number, your username and
password are never something you
want to give out over e-mail," said
Kawakami.
Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu
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Library renovation
will limit study space
Andy Wilburn
Staff Writer
Seattle University's Lemieux
Library remodel could leave stu-
dents scattering for study space.
Last year Seattle University
revealed plans to renovate and
expand the existing Lemieux
Library as part of the university's
goal to define itselfas the premier
university in the Northwest.
Construction includes the
addition of the McGoldrick
Learning Commons, a three-
floor addition that will include
three new reading rooms—two of
which will be open 24 hours—as
well as updated classrooms and
three common areas designed
for group study. It which will be
built on the lawn and will con-
nect to the Student Center with
the bottom two floors of the li-
brary. The new addition will host
the Writing Center, theLearning
Assistance Center, and all tutoring
services as well as a professional
level multimedia production
studio.
"[The library] needs more
space for students," said Judy
Solberg, directorof Instructional
and Public Services, speak-
ing about the main goal for the
renovation.
While the addition will add
much needed work space, the
construction will cause the library
to be closed for 15 months, dur-
ing which time students will lose
access to the library and the study
space it offers.
Some exterior and interior
work will begin spring quarter.
The university is moving materials
over to an interim library in the
Qwest Building on 13th Avenue
and Columbia Street.
The Interim Library will func-
tion as a storehouse for the uni-
versity's collections as well as an
interim study space for students.
The interim library will of-
fer 145 study seats, a big drop
compared to the 624 seats in the
Lemuix building. A desire for al-
ternative study space has been at
the top ofstudent demands of the
administration.
Library administrators en-
couraged students to make use
of study space in their residence
halls. Bellarmine, for instance,
houses theBellarmine Education
Center. Even with the loss ofkey
study space in Lemieux Library
students remain enthusiastic
about the renovations.
"Any improvement will have
its momentary setbacks but we
just have to grit our teeth and
work with it," said Samuel Nelsen,
a junior nursing major.
During the renovation some
book collections will continue
to be available. The university
is currently assembling data to
determine which books will be
available and which will move to
dark storage. This data is based on
the frequency of a book's rentals
as well as courses being offered
during the next academic year.
Materials can be requested from
the Interim Library online and
picked up on-site.
The university will rely on
SUMMIT to get materials to stu-
dents. SUMMIT is a system that
shares the library catalogs of 35
colleges and universities through-
out Washington and Oregon, of
which Seattle U is a member.
Students have access to the cata-
logs of all member institutions
and students can request mate-
rials online through SUMMIT
and pick them up at the Interim
Library within three days. Laptop
checkout and computer access
will also be available.
The university is looking to get
students informed and involved
in the project. To this end, regular
news releases are being sent out to
the student body. The university
is also maintaining a website that
will be regularly updated with
information about the Interim
Library at seattleu.edu/lemlib/
interim. Also during the month
of November the university will
be hosting focus groups with the
student body to gather student
input.
Andy can be reached at
wilburna@seattleu.edu
CourtesySeattle University
This digital rendering of the finished Lemieux Library construction
project displays the McCormick Learning Commons. The Com-
mons will connect the first two floors ofthe library with theStudent
Center and will feature more study space. Following a 15-month
closure the anticipated completion date is fall of 2010.
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LESSON LEARNED: No question threatens God.
MY STORY: Imagine this - a 16-year-oldcomes up to you and asks he
God, who is supposed to be loving, allowed his friend to die in a car
accident. How do you begin to answer this? I'll tell you how I do it.
To learn more about Angie's inspiring storyand explore
the theologyprograms offered:
fflfnri www.apu.edu/explore/theology mm
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After 7 years, SU says goodbye to the Caveman
Joshua Lynch
Editor-in-chief
He showed up to work in leop-
ard print, carrying a club and wear-
inga homemade nametag. His tide:
"Dan the Caveman."
The moniker stuck long after
the Halloween costume was re-
placed with the maroon ofhis Bon
Appetit uniform.
Now, Dan G. Oswalt is done
wearing that maroon. The retail
supervisor in the Cave convenience
store in Campion worked his last
shift at Seattle U last Thursday
night.
Oswalt is moving to Deer Park,
Wash.—a town of 3,205 residents
north ofSpokane—to be closer to
his mother and brothers and escape
the rush of the "big city life." He's
been working for Bon Appetit at
Seattle U since 2001.
Oswalt is a well-liked figure
among students, known by many
as just "Dan the Caveman."
"I would say he's more popu-
lar than Fr. Steve [Sundborg],"
says Dale Knudsen, a sophomore
philosophy major, as he left the
Cave after saying goodbye to
Oswalt.
Oswalt made a special connec-
tion with everyone who came to the
Cave, students say. He would thank
customers by their names, which
he says he usually had memorized,
as they paid.
For some students, like Kipp
A. Gallagher, a connection with
Oswalt went further.
"We had a special card swipe,"
Gallagher, a junior theology ma-
jor, says. "One day, Dan was just
like, 'This is how we're doing it,
Kipp." ,
Oswalt, who was asked last year
to be in a campus celebrity dunk
tank for the annual Quadstock
concert, waves off being described
as popular.
"It amazes me," he says. "Really?
My name comes up as a campus
celebrity?"
But the proof hangs from
Oswalt's arms, where he wears
multi-colored rubber wristbands.
Many of them are gifts from stu-
dents. He calls them his "flair,"
showing offa blue Seattle Seahawks
one. (He's a season ticket holder.)
In addition, students last year
held a "Dan-niversary" party out-
side the Cave for Oswalt to cel-
ebrate his seventh year at Seattle
U. They wrote messages to him on
several posters, which Oswalt says
he still has.
Oswalt came to Seattle U from
the Pacific Science Center, where
he was a food service coordinator.
He says one of the favorite parts
of being in food service for young
adults has been getting to know
"the kids" every year.
"It's fun," he says, "to see the
transformation from freshmen to
seniors."
Oswalt has also seen Seattle U
transform significantly, he says.
When he started, there were Taco
Bell and Pizza Hut outlets on
campus. He says he'll miss not be-
ing around for the transition to
Division I athletics. Oswalt thinks
he'll be visiting campus in the fu-
ture, especially when the Seahawks
have home games.
But, he's glad to be moving clos-
er to his alma mater, the University
of Montana. He plans to make a
trip to the campus in Missoula,
Mont, to watch football games.
Oswalt, 48, was born in Great Falls,
Mont.
He graduated from the UM
with a degree in zoology in 1991.
Oswalt discovered he would need
a master's degree or two years of
unpaid experience to make it in the
field. He decided to work in food
service to pay for his student loans
instead.
Oswalt will be looking for a job
in the food industry after moving
to Deer Park, and he intends to
apply at Gonzaga University and
other nearby colleges.
Meanwhile, the Caveman's
reputation at Seattle U will put a
certain pressure on the new retail
supervisor, Robbin O'Neal, accord-
ing to Oswalt.
"It's heartwarming," O'Neal
says, "that someone is so cared for
by the customers."
But Oswalt says that care will
make die walk out of the Cave on
his last day a hard one.
"I'll head to the bus stop, and
I'll probably be crying."
Josh can be reached at
Iynchjl@seattleu.edu
Braden Van Dragt TheSpectator
Dan G. Oswalt stands behind his register in the Cave prior to his last shift. In his seven-yearemployment
"Dan The Caveman" grew close with students and was considered a campus celebrity by many.
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Seattle U professor works for solidarity in El Salvador
Alex LaCasse
Staff Writer
Robert Andolina took a step
off the plane and was struck with a
wall ofstifling heat. In front ofhim
was the unfamiliar landscape ofEl
Salvador—a country he had never
visited but was quite familiar with.
Traveling with an American del-
egation of 15 Andolina, an inter-
national studies professor, spent a
week of his summer exploring the
human rights situationand U.S. po-
litical involvement in El Salvador.
Two others from the delegation
were from the Puget Sound area.
The Latin American country is
set to have an election in 2009, but
not without controversy. There are
deeply rooted problems stemming
back to die 1970sconcerning issues
between the right wing National
Republican Alliance, ARENA,
and the leftist guerilla Farabundo
Marti National Liberation Front,
FLMN. According to Andolina the
U.S. government has continually
supported the ARENA despite its
numerous human rights violations.
In the 1980s diere were reports of
military death squads supported by
the government. Roughly 30,000
were killed. Additionally, it is said
diat the U.S. government heavily fi-
nances the Salvadoran military, and
even helps train some of the many
corrupt police officers. Andolina
related the program to The School
of the Americas—an institution in
Fort Benning, Ga. that trains Latin
American soldiers in inhumane mil-
itary practices. Many have related
the programs to terrorist training.
The trip was sponsored by the
national organization Committee
in Solidarity with the People of
El Salvador, CISPES. CISPES
was created in the 1980s by an
American political activist. Today
the organization remains a strong
support group for the people ofEl
Salvador and political groups like
the FLMN. Currently FLMN is the
largest party in the Salvadoran
congress.
"Although die U.S. has not in-
vaded El Salvador, it has launched
other kinds of attacks that un-
dermine the legitimacy of the
country's election and politi-
cal system," said Andolina. As
an example he states the 2004
election as a prime example. In
2004, the U.S. indicated that
a win by any party other than
the NCP would strain U.S.-E1
Salvador relations.
According to Andolina,
the purpose of the trip was to
fact-find and to show solidarity
with various Salvadorian groups
fighting for increased human
rights and lessened U.S. politi-
cal involvement in the upcoming
election.
CISPES indicated a similar
mission stating the delegation group
is sent annually to "meet with and
show solidarity to our allies as they
fight water preservation, govern-
ment repression, and support them
in dieir work towards change in the
upcoming elections."
In addition, the group meets
with human rights offices, puts to-
gethera report on the current condi-
tions, and investigates any potential
irregularities in the 2009 election.
One specific problem theyhad been
looking into—the electoral tribu-
nal is controlled by the ARENA
party something Andolina said will
pose problems in terms of voting
discrepancies.
The trip consisted of infor-
mal and in-depth conversations
with government leaders as well
as non-profit organizations. It was
the hope that the trip would help
in understanding current political
situation and, in turn, put pres-
sure on American leaders to take
stronger action.
"We should remember that Latin
America is the most democratic re-
gion in the developing world, and
increasingly intent on a solid but
equal relationship with the United
States," said Andolina.
Alex can be rached at
lacassea@seattleu.edu
Courtesy Robert Andolina
Delegates from the U.S. pose during a political visit to El Salvador.
Nighthawk gets sized down
Eric Gordon
Staff Writer
Last year, the Nighthawk trans-
ported students in need to and from
campus within a radius of up to
eight blocks, from Bth Avenue to
18th Avenue, and from Yesler Way
to Pine Street.
However, those familiar with last
year's Nighthawks are in for some
interesting surprises this year.
Over the summer, Seattle
University purchased two Ford
Escape Hybrids to replaced die Ford
Windstar vans which previously
served as the Nighhawk vehicles. It
was a typical procedure for Public
Safety, who trade in for new vehicles
every three years after their leases
run out.
What differs this year is the
choice in vehicles. The Hybrids are
more environmentally friendly than
previous vans, getting eight to 10
more miles per gallon than the old
Windstar.
Senior Ashley See said she feels
optimistic about the change in
vehicles.
"I think it's good that they're
making improvements to accom-
modate global warming," said See.
"It's good that they're striving to use
less gas."
Along with the vehicles, there
have been a few changes in policy.
This year the number ofpassengers
has been reduced to only two stu-
dentsper trip.
"We encourage people to use
the buddy system," said Mike
Sletten, Director of Public Safety.
"If we have a young woman or a
young man who are by themselves,
we're going to give them prior-
ity and we're going to get them
back to campus."
There have also been rumors
of the Nighthawk's blacklisting of
certain "party houses" located near
campus. However, Public Safety
denied such allegations.
"We're not drawing a line in the
sand," said Sletten. "Our focus is
safety. If there are individuals who
need our services getting back to
campus, we're not going to discrim-
inate against certain addresses."
However, despite Public Safety's
seemingly more focused mission
and increased dedication to safety,
some students remained critical.
"I'm disturbed," said senior Wil
Stevens, "[...] I think that the two-
person policy is silly, and will elimi-
nate much of the usefulness* and I
think it will decrease the amount of
safety that I think the Nighthawk
possessed."
Members of the Public Safety
staff, when asked questions regard-
ing their opinions on the new policy
for Nighthawk passengers and the
new vehicles, refused to comment.
"I think it's an interesting devel-
opment, and that it's targeting the
correct people in terms ofsafety,"
said juniorLaurie Om. "[...] Giving
rides to people who are alone is a
good idea, because it's a scary world
sometimes."
But even with the Nighthawk's
primary mission in mind, junior
Casey Fern expressed concerns that
the joy and convenience of the
Nighthawk were all but lost.
"I know that one of the big
purposes of the Nighthawk is
to transport people who are by
themselves or in groups of two
because it's for safety, but it's
also just been this nice conve-
nience that the students have
always been super appreciative
of," said Fern. "It's obvious that
they're trying to discourage the
use ofit as a 'drunk vehicle' [...]
There are people who aren't go-
ing to use it as a 'drunk vehicle',
and they're going to be in groups
ofmore than two."
Sletten feels that students
in groups of more than two
would be safe walking together
and should not rely on a shuttle
service. However, he denies
that Public Safety is trying to
discourage intoxicated students
from calling for a ride.
"It's a prescribed safety escort
service, not a taxi or a shuttle-
run," said Sletten.
Though there are downsides
to picking up intoxicated stu-
dents, Sletten added. For in-
stance, if a drunk student vom-
its in the Nighthawk the vehicle
will be out ofservice until it can
be properly cleaned, limiting the
availability of rides for other stu-
dents in need.
"There is a safety awareness
as to people being intoxicated,"
said Sletten. "We're going to take
care ofthe person and make sure
they get home OK. I don't want
people to not be contacting us
to get home."
Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu
The new Nighthawks
are more
environmentally friendly.
'Commons' closes
Alex LaCasse
Staff Writer
The full service dining area
once reserved for university fac-
ulty and staffhas been closed fol-
lowing a decreased client base and
redirection of funds.
Located on the fifth floor
of the Casey Building, Casey
Commons served professors as
well as students for roughly 15
years. Originally set up as a place
where professors could interact
and form a strong community,
the commons slowly decreased
in popularity with rhe influence,
ofnearby restaurants, the student
center and other less expensive
options.
Seattle U President Steve
Sundborg, SJ , notified staff
in late June via e-mail that the
Commons would be closing due
to a general lack ofinterest and
financial waste.
Because the costs of running
the hall outweighed profit, the
university consistendy subsidized
the dining area. Approximately
$90,000 a year was being spent
on the space said Ronald Smith,
vice president of Finance and
Business Affairs for the university.
Subsidization was used in hopes of
attracting more staffto the dining
hall witii inexpensive prices and a
campus option. The closure of the
Commons had been in discussion
for several years, said Smith.
The approximate $90,000 will
be redirected into the university's
general fund and then dispersed
accordingly, he added. Smith in-
dicated much of the money will
go toward the growth needs of the
university, including classroom
and event space.
"A lot of the money could be
used in other places," he said.
Kevin Krycka, professor of
psychology, who was on the ini-
tial Casey Commons advisory
board said it was a space to be
used for both professors and
students. Over the years, how-
ever, he said it received some bad
publicity and became more exclu-
sively reserved for professors. The
advisory board disbanded in the
mid-90s.
"In practice, not a lot of stu-
dents would come," said Krycka.
However, he added that students
were never turnedaway.
Buzz Hofford, general man-
ager ofBon Appetit said he was
not surprised by the decision. "I
think the school decided that
money would be better spent
in another way. It was a money
losing proposition. It was not a
financially viable model."
Krycka was one of the profes-
sors who consistently used the
Commons up until its closure.
He indicated that the quick
sandwich, chips and fruit were
easy to grab on a busy work day.
He has now resorted to going off
"The Commons were un-
doubtedly in the red," said
Krycka. However, he added he
is disappointed by the route the
university has taken. "I am per-
plexed by the loss of gathering for
faculty and staff."
Krycka is worried that the
university has lost an important
selling point.
"I'm hoping that we can make
a case that this would be a great
point ofsale," said Krycka, refer-
ring to another commons like
area in the future.
In place of a faculty dining
area, the space will be used for
catering and meetings according
to Hofford.
"It will probably be used by
more people as a meeting place
than as a faculty and staff dining
area" said Hofford.
However, this may not be
enough for some professors.
"Where are faculty, staff and
students able to gather in a con-
genial way?" asked Krycka.
There are no immediate plans
ofa new commons-like space on
campus, but according to Smith
discussion ofoptions is ongoing.
"As we expand campus, that's
going to be something we keep
on our minds," he said.
In an attempt to make up for
the loss ofcommunity space,Bon
Appetit will be inviting faculty
and staffto three subsidized hol-
iday themed parties throughout
the year. Hofford said this should
achieve the goal ofcreating an in-
timate gathering space exclusive
to professors.
Alex can be reached at
iacassea@seattleu.edu
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ness-raising techniques,
such as randomly distributing
coupons when someone is seen
purchasing a beverage with their
reusable mug on campus. Price is
enthusiastic about such positive
reinforcement.
"You never know when you might
be on campus and get handed a
coupon for simply using your
mug," she said.
This discount, however, is nothing
new. In the past, a 40-cent discount
was offered when using a reusable
mug for coffee on campus.
"It wasn't something that was wide-
ly used or that we had given a lot of
thought to,"Buzz Hofford, general
manager for Bon Appetit at Seattle
U, explained. When Wittmer ap-
proached Hofford in the fall of
2007, they were forced to rework
the pricing scheme, as 40 cents was
not a financially sound number for
Bon Appetit.
Hofford calls the 20-cent discount
rational and realistic.
"It will be far more effective at
achieving the goal than continu-
ing the higher discount with fewer
uses." Though not an incentive to
their goal is not to save
money; their goal is to reduce
the number ofpaper cups thrown
away, he said.
Though only in its first week, 'got
mug?' has already generated some
hype.
"There are tons," observed
Elizabeth Ochoa, freshman soci-
ology major, of the red mugs. "It's
the.one unifying thing everyone
has right now."
Ochoa thinks her peers notice the
potential grassroots movement
generated by the campaign. It is
enjoyable rather than becoming a
headache, she said.
Bryson Nitta, senior environmental
studies major and co-president of
Environmental Students ofSeattle
University on campus, said he
hopes the campaign won't become
just another passing fad.
"It needs to come with education.
Waste reduction is not a freshman-
only issue," said Nitta. "Everyone
has to learn about this."
'Got mug?' is in its test phase. In
the weeks to come, more posters,
advertisements, e-mails and even a
spot on KSUB Radio will appear.
Wittmer hopes that 26,000 reus-
able mugs will be used at campus
cafes this quarter.
"This goal," explained Wittmer,
"will be measured and updated
throughout the quarter based on
the number of reusable mug dis-
counts the cafes sell."
The campaign is also working on
a way to provide the mugs to up-
perclassmen, though nothing has
yet been finalized.
Veronica can be reached at
martinv@seattleu.edu
Dave Burglin displays theproduct of the 'got mug?' campaign. Using
these mugs saves customers 20 cents at all Bon Appetit locations.
Specs of the
Trial set for professor
arrested on sex charges
A trial date has been set for a
former military science profes-
sor arrested in May on six felony
sexual assault charges.
Maj. Andrew Franz, a Seatde
U ROTC professor up until his
arrest May 9, will be on trial Jan.
6-9 in Fremont, Colo. He faces
felony counts of criminal so-
licitation, enticement of a child,
sexual assault on a child, traffick-
ing in children, soliciting for child
prostitution, pandering ofa child
and inducement of child prosti-
tution, as well as a misdemeanor
charge for unlawful sexual
contact.
Franz, 41, posted $50,000 in
bail and is back in Washington
with his Army National Guard
unit.
Franz allegedly flew from
Washington to Fremont County,
Colo., about 60 miles outside
Colorado Springs, to have sex
with a 13-year-old girl. Instead,
Franz was met by investigators.
Court documents state that
Franz, under the user name "sug-
ardad4u33," contacted an under-
cover police officer in a Yahoo
chat room and proposed sex.
Franz brought "a necklace widi
cherries on it," "lingerie sets and
fishnet stockings," and "a form of
Viagra pills" with him, according
to court documents.
SU makes the cut in
Princeton Review and
U.S. News rankings
Seattle Uwas ranked this sum-
mer among the top 10 best mas-
ter-degree universities in the West
for the second year in a row.
U.S. News and World Report
awarded Seattle U a sixth place
ranking in a category for Western
U.S. universities that may have
doctorate programs but mostly
award masters degrees. Jesuit uni-
versities Santa Clara and Gonzaga
ranked second and third respec-
tively above Seattle U.
Seattle U was also recognized
by U.S. News' "America's Best
Colleges" for its freshmen reten-
tion, small class sizes, graduation
rate and selectivity.
The Princeton Review's The
Best 368 Colleges recognized the
university for its qualityoflife for
students and for its academic ex-
cellence. The College of Science
and Engineering wasranked 38th
in the nation and Albers School
ofBusiness and Economics was
listed in the top 50 private busi-
ness schools in the U.S.
New head of Women's
Studies has big plans
Mary-Antoinette Smith didn't
think of herself as a feminist un-
til a professor bluntly told her so.
Now she could be telling students
ofher own the very same thing.
Smith, the first African-
American to be tenured in the
College of Arts and Sciences,
started as director of the Women's
Studies program July 1. She has
been teaching at Seattle U for 14
years.
Smith said she's taking the
reins of a program whose coun-
terparts are shrinking at univer-
sities nationwide. But she noted
that the Women Studies program
became a major diis year and en-
rollment is continuing to climb.
"My glass is so half-full," Smidi
said. "I'm very proud of being at
Seattle University."
Smith declined sharing all
of her plans for the Women
Studies program but did say
Seattle U could be home to the
National Association ofWomen
in Catholic Higher Education,
NAWCHE, currently based at
Boston College. The NAWCHE
serves to unite women studies
programs from colleges around
the country.
Former SEAC President
is Obama's 'right-
hand woman .
A Seattle U alumna has been
hired as Sen. Barack Obama's
"right-hand woman," accord-
ing to Tim Wilson, director of
Student Activities.
Katie Lesseg, a 2007 manage-
ment and philosophy graduate,
started working for Obama's
campaign this month. Lesseg
maintains Obama's daily schedule
and coordinates it with the Secret
Service, event organizers and his
campaign officials, Wilson said.
She also offers advice on what
Obama should do with openings
in his schedule.
Lesseg was a president of the
Student Events and Activities
Council, SEAC, while at Seattle
U.
Lesseg declined an interview
after Obama campaign officials
instructed her not to talk to the
media.
Printing is free—for now
No official changes have been
made to the on-campus printing
policy despite rumors suggesting
otherwise, according to Matisse
Fletcher, at-large representative of
the Associated Students ofSeattle
University.
Printing in computer labs in
the Engineering Building and the
Lemieux Library is currently free
with no limit. The ASSU wrote a
resolution in May proposing 125
free pages ofprinting per quarter
for each student in response to
talk among university administra-
tion to charge students per page.
If the policy is changed,
Fletcher expects it will be in win-
ter quarter. She's currently meet-
ing with Provost Isiah Crawford
to discess the issue.
"We want to keep student
needs on the table," Fletcher
said.
H
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Interested in Becoming a
Doctor of Chiropractic?
Learn more about Western States Chiropractic College
when we visit Seattle University
October 7.
Help People Naturally
Enjoy an Excellent Quality of Life
Be Your Own Boss
Visit us from 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. at the Idealist.org Fair
in the Campion Ballroom
E-mail jlauderbaugh@wschiro.edu for more information.
wsfcc
Western States Chiropractic College
www.wschiro.edu
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the jump in enrollment
this year was surprising, according
"It wasn't entirely expected,"
he says. "More students are choos-
ing Seattle U as their first choice.
The first week of May we started
to talk about how housing could
manage the increase and went from
To ensure accepted students
received accommodations this
year, all lounges in Bellarmine
and Campion were converted into
quads. Doubles on every floor in
Bellarmine, Campion and Xavier
were transformed into transitional
triples. Housing and ResidenceLife
set-up 90 transitional triples in an-
ticipation of the freshman class.
When Laura Hastings helped
her daughter Samantha, a freshman
communications major, move in to
her transitional triple in Campion,
she says, "Oh my gosh, they're small
rooms for three people.
"When we first found out, we
thought it wasn't fair. You're still
getting the great education. It's
just the room situation that's bad,"
However, not all students gave
negative reviews of their living
"I love it, my triple is big, and
we have a lot ofspace," says Qolett
Richardson-Jackson, freshman
music major. "If I were to stay in
a triple I wouldn't mind at all be-
cause we have so muchspace in the
>»
Tim Albert, assistant directorof
Housing and Residence Life, says
the transitional triples are not ideal,
but they are "much, much nicer
than a lot of other schools."
"We want to provide housing
for as many students who want it,"
Albert says. "We really don't want to
be in the position ofhaving to turn
away students from housing."
Romando Nash, director of
When I talk to my
colleagues within
the Northwest, they
call SU historically
the sleeping giant.
Romando Nash
Housing Director
Housing and Residence Life, agreed
transitional triples and occupied
lounges are not ideal. However,
the expectations and intentions of
the residence halls do not change
because of the increase.
Despite diminished social and
study space, Nash says, "We needed
to make sure were going to be able
to provide [residents] with the same
support, services and experiences
we would provide regardless of how
thesituation looked. We wanted to
make sure we were able to provide
the environment, the community
and everything we would normally
be providing them."
While six to seven more stu-
dents were added to each floor of
Bellarmine and Xavier due to the
introduction oftransitional triples,
there was an increase offour to five
students per floor in Campion.
With anywhere between 8
and 11 additional students per
floor total, Xavier Residence Hall
Director John McKiernan says, "I
think the efforts of the Housing
and Residence Life staff, particu-
larly theresident assistants, are go-
ing to go a long way to make sure
that all of the halls across campus
maintain their identity as residence
halls and don't revert into the idea
of the dormitory."
In efforts to retain the identity
of residence halls, the amount of
students per floor was staggered so
as not to overwhelm resident assis-
tants or individual floor facilities.
Housing and Residence Life
attempted to ease the burden of
students who had been chosen to
live in transitional triples by of-
fering a housing rate decreased by
28 percent, as well as gift baskets
that included custom made Seattle
University hoodies, flash drives,
mugs and various gift certificates.
Bellarmine Residence Hall
Director Megan Hawley, says, "I
have experienced tripling rooms
up at other institutions that have
had to [...] and I've seen and heard
at those places people get upset, but
people here have just been so help-
ful, and the students just under-
stand die process so much more."
While the university was pre-
pared for some disappointment
among students with the introduc-
tion of the transitional triple, most
students questioned were choosing
to remain optimistic about the cur-
rent situation.
Mariska Kecskes, freshman po-
litical science major and Bellarmine
Hall transitional triple resident
says, "I'm pretty okay with my
roommates; they're both really nice
and honestly I feel more cozy than
really crowded. I like having two
roommates actually."
As the university's reputation
grows nationwide, more students
are choosing Seattle U.
"Admissions is clearly being very
effective in recruiting people to the
institution, but I think besides that
what you can also say is Seattle
University's reputation has grown,"
says Albert. "We used to be sort ofa
regional power-house and now we
have started to become nationally
known. When you have that, you
are definitely going to have more
students who are choosing to come
here."
Albert went on to note current
student housing trends are not
unique to Seattle University alone,
and are occurring nationwide be-
cause freshmen are attending high-
er education institutions in record
numbers.
"When I talk to my colleagues
within the Northwest they call SU
historically the sleeping giant. I
think what's been happening par-
ticularly in the last few years is that
the sleeping giant is beginning to
wake up, but as the sleeping gi-
ant continues to wake up, we're
dedicated to making sure that this
place remains Seattle University:
Mission, values, Jesuit education,"
Nash says.
"Are we having to do that for
more students? Yes.And in doing it
for more students arewe still trying
to stay true to what we've always
been? Yes. Growth is just going to
bring new things."
Immediate effects of these in-
creased numbers are seen in hous-
ing, but the enrollment also in-
creases the need for classroom and
office space.
"Typically, we've been over ca-
pacity in some way shape or form
for the last three or four years and
so while we wouldn't want that to
be a norm I guess after three years it
becomes a norm," Nash added.
This trend goes hand in hand
with the university's determination
to complete a housing master plan
that would cover student housing
needs through 2017. Recently the
university expanded its housing to
include Chardin Residence Hall
and the newly purchased Logan
Court Townhome complex. The
university Cherry Street property is
set to break ground this December
and be open for residency autumn
2010.
Housing and Residence Life
intends to move as many students
as possible out of the transitional
triples by the end of fall quarter,
dependent upon whether or not
students request to stay in these
units and if space in the residence
halls opens up.
While the growth presents chal-
lenges, Housing and ResidenceLife
continues to adapt to the height-
ened demand.
Albert says, "We're a growing
institution and along with being
a growing institution there's a few
growingpains and we're experienc-
ing them a littlebit at the moment,
but we're also committed to work-
ing with people to make sure that
it's as smooth and positive an ex-
perience for everybody involved in
it as we can."
Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu
and Isis can be reached at
alexands@seattleu.edu
Jessica Ishmael The Spectator
After completing theirRoom Condition Forms students tested out theirnew mail box codes in Xavier Hall. There are six to seven transitional triples on each floor in Xavier
and Bellarmine Halls as well as four to five transitional triples on each floor in Campion Hall. The halls opened to a record number of incoming freshman this fall cfuarter.
Students adapt to cramped rooms campus wide
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Townhomes tackle
housing crunch
Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
Logan Court, the newesthousing option for Seattle
University juniors and se-
niors, opened its doors last week.
In a spur of the moment pur-
chase in late July, the university
acquired five of the six town-
homes in the building on 13th
Avenue. Director of Housing
and Residence Life, Romando
Nash, described the purchase
as an opportunity they came
across and quickly acted upon.
Coincidentally, the sixth town-
home of the complex is occupied
by another Seattle U student.
As soon as the purchase was
finalized in early August, juniors
and seniors on waiting lists for
housing were contacted via e-mail
about the new housing opportu-
nity. Assistant director of Housing
and Residence Life, Tim Albert
says, "We've encouraged students
to move down therebut we want
to make sure it's a good match."
Logan Court is the most ex-
pensive housing option, ringing
in at $2,925 per quarter. Murphy
Apartments span a range from
$2,306 and $2,868 per quarter
for a studio, $1,934 per quarter
for a single bedroom, double oc-
cupancy, and $2,060 per quarter
for a quad.
There are still a few spaces
available in the completely fur-
nished and very modern town-
homes. Currently there are 20
students living in Logan Court,
though the capacity is 27.
"After people see how new and
nice they are, we anticipate there
will be a long waiting list for this
brand new housing option," says
Albert.
The townhomes will be
equipped with phone lines, cable
and wireless internet as of this
week. Each unit is allotted a
garage, though the university is
currently using the extra space
for storing furniture. However,
residents can purchase zone
parking permits from the city
for street parking or a Seattle U
parking pass for the lot at 1313
E. Columbia St.
One major difference be-
tween the residence halls and the
townhomes is the absence of an
RA presence. Instead, there is
an apartment manager. Junior
Jeremy Dashiell, former Campion
RA, has taken on this role. He has
many of the same responsibilities
as an RA except he does not have
to be on-duty like in theresidence
hills.
"I think that most of the
people that live here enjoy it,"
Dashiell says.
Senior and resident ofLogan
Court Zach Francis says, "It's a
really odd mix of living in your
own place and the dorms."
Francis notes that the town-
houses have a look and feel that
is unlike any of the other hous-
ing options, but are still subject
to the same rules. After living off
campus last year, he decided to
move back to Seattle U housing.
There are three bedrooms in
each unit except for one slightly
smaller unit with only two. Each
room is numbered and residents
are assigned to a room. Although
the rooms are shared, the town-
homes are the roomiest of all of
the housing options on campus,
beating a Murphy quad by close
to 350 square feet. There are three
bathrooms in each townhouse; the
ground-level bedroom has its own
bathroom, on the next level there
is a quarter bathroom outside of
thekitchen, and on the third level
the two bedrooms share a joint
bathroom.
Seattle U has another hous-
ing project in the works. The
12th and Cherry Project designs
currently show room for 245 stu-
dents with a mix of single room
quads, singles, and 'super twos'
which include two large double
occupancy rooms. There will be
12 spaces available to non-stu-
dents on the street level. There
have been talks that these spaces
will be available for transitional
faculty and staff apartments.
The former parking lot is be-
ing prepped for construction as
well. One small building has been
knocked down and the parking
spaces have been relocated to the
1313 E. Columbia lot. Since there
are still contracts in the works, it
has been hard to get the project
rolling.
However, according to Joy
Jacobson, director of Design and
Construction, it will likely be
getting started very soon.
"It looks like a great project,"
Jacobson says. The building is ex-
pected to open in the fall of2010.
We can'tknow when we're going
to finish until we start."
The building will be leased by
an outside company, although
since there are still several con-
tracts to be signed, the university
was unable to comment upon
which this company will be.
Regardless of the complica-
tions, Nash says he is excited
about expanding the campus to
new property.
"It will be great to get that cor-
ner built out with an SU face on
it," says Nash.
Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu
Garrett Mukai The Spectator
Veteran RA Jeremy Dashiell steps into his new roll as Logan Court Townhome Manager.
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Art explores history through the eyes of an "Empire"
Isis Alexander
Staff Writer
Art lovers at Seattle University
can visit the Frye Art Museum
and watch the world through a
historical lens as "Empire" offers
a peek into elements of modern
still shrouded in a haze ofunsavory
history. One of the Frye's current
feature exhibits, "Empire" is a
melding of the age of imperialism
with a quirky modernistic spin.
Though the exhibit consists of
only five pieces, patrons should
arrive prepared not to rush in and
out, as all of the exhibits are video
installations, some more than 15
minutes in length.
One of the delightful aspects of
the Frye is the fact that its loca-
tion is adjacent to Seattle U—not
to mention, admission is free.
"Empire" is worth the short bus
trip to 704Terry Ave. for multiple
reasons. For one, because this is a
video showcase, most of the pieces
offer an element of interaction.
Runa Islam's "Be The First to See
What You See As You See It" is a
piece where the patrons start the
footage on their own. Dias and
Riedweg's "Funk Staden" is based
on Hans Staden's cannibalistic
regaling that has been given an
injection of modern "flavor" best
enjoyed in the mirrored "heart"
of the footage where one becomes
ensconced amidst ritualistic dance,
text and music.
The beauty ofart ofcourse lays
in its subjectivity. Islam's work dis-
plays the destructionoffine tea ser-
vice ware, which may be construed
as a commentary on the dissolu-
tion ofthe Chinese and/or English
empires. Paul Pfeiffer's "Empire,
The Building of the Wasps Nest"
is sure to inspire conversation with
its title alone. Norbart Szirmai
and Jannos Revesz's "Fradi [FTC,
Hungary] Is Better" will likely
inspire shock via a sobering look
at racism occurring at football
matches in Eastern Europe.
Like it or leave it, "Empire"
will at the very least offer the op-
portunity to play art snob for the
day, given that every piece is open
to interpretation, albeit some are
more thought provoking than
others.
Frye employee Andy Bothwell
felt the exhibit was adventurous
and impressive, though he said a
few pieces missed the mark.
"It comes with the territory,"
Bothwell said. "Just because a
piece isn't successful doesn't negate
its importance. All ideas must be
explored."
The exhibit is open through
Jan. 4.
Just because a
piece isn't successful
doesn't negate its
importance. All ideas
must be explored.
Andy Bothwell
Frye Employee
Isis can be contacted at
alexands@seattleu.edu
Courtesy Frye Art Museum
A still from Hans Staden's "Funk Staden" depicts a modem take on cannibalism as part of "Empire," the latest exhibit at Frye Art Museum
The Writer's Life: On laurel leaves and lifestyles
Sharon Cumberland
Guest Writer
Everyone in a university is some
kind of writer. Faculty members
write scholarly works, adminis-
trators write memos and business
reports and students—well, we all
know what students write: Papers,
papers, papers! And ifyou're a cre-
ative writer, you also write poems,
plays, stories. But withall this writ-
ing going on, not everyone in the
university community is actually
living "the writer's life." After all,
everyone drinks coffee, but every-
one isn't living "the coffee life."
I'm writing this column because
as the director of creative writing
and the co-advisor—with Kristin
Skogerboe, chemistry professor—of
undergraduate research, I'm giving
a lot ofthought to how members of
the university community live the
writer's life, both as scholars doing
research and as creative writers.
My first thought is there's no es-
sential difference between writers
who do scholarship—writing from
a centerof hypothesis, information-
gathering and analysis—and those
who do creative writing from a
center of imagination. You might
use different sides of the brain for
each genre, but both require the
use of imagination, analysis and
research.
Novelists, playwrights and po-
ets, for instance, must be very good
at research and analysis to explore
the subjects they want to write
about and to plot a strategy for
making the narrative or lyrical line
coherent. In the same way, scholars
have to have lively imaginations to
develop their hypotheses and ar-
guments and to manage masses
of research with coherence and
elegance. Right here on our own
campus we have dozens of faculty
living the writing life and produc-
ing works such as Gary Atkins'
"Gay Seattle: Stories of Exile and
Belonging," Sharon Suh's "Being
Buddhist in a Christian World,"
and Ki Gottberg's "The Hairy
Baby," to name only three.
"Yeah, yeah," I can hear you say-
ing. "But I'm not a pro. I just want
to graduate and get on with life."
I can hear you Creative Writing
types saying, "Yeah, yeah, but all
these philosophy papers and sci-
ence requirements aren't helping
me write my novel." My answer
is this: Everything you write has
the power to launch you into the
writing life, especially philosophy
papers. Why? Because taking your
writing up a notch is satisfying. It
brings out the best in you. It feels
better than playing "Grand Theft
Auto" or watching "Americas Next
Top Model." Living the writing life
is a way to live an examined life—
and as Sophocles says, "An unexam-
ined life is not worth living."
So what is the writer's life and
how do you live it? Based on my
own experience and association
with other writers—living and
dead—l think the writer's life has
three main elements: Commitment
(to actually do the writing), com-
munity (literary friends to share
with), and patience (taking time
to get better without getting dis-
couraged). As the school year be-
gins, commitment is particularly
relevant.
Commitment, or confidence,
is about getting started and stick-
ing with it. You may wonder how
you can become a writer when you
don't know if you have talent, if
your ideas are sketchy, if you have
weak skills, ifyou don't get "A"s on
your papers, ifyou don't have time
because you work (or play) so hard.
You lack confidence and therefore
can't make a commitment.
Here's some good news: It
doesn't matter ifyou have talent, or
if your only cheering section con-
sists ofyour mother and your two
best friends. It doesn't matter ifyour
writing is weak now or if you can't
think ofanything to write.Take a
page from the great John Milton,
who wrote the most superlative po-
ems and epics in the English lan-
guageand was an important diplo-
mat and political writer (he also got
kicked out of college at one point,
so he wasn't a model student). He
claimed he placed laurels on his
head and wrapped his singing robes
around himself when he sat down
to write. In other words, he didn't
ask anyone if he was a writer. He
didn't ask anyone if he had talent.
He wove himself a crown of laurels
and started writing.
The talent and success parts
come later—critics always say
you're talented once you've suc-
ceeded. The ideas and quality come
with practice. The operative word is
practice —wrap your singing/writ-
ing robes around yourself, crown
yourself with laurel and get started.
Don't wait for someone to give you
the go-ahead. Give it to yourself,
every day. We all began as weak
writers—little Johnny Milton had
to learn to hold a pencil just like
you and me.
So get some laurel leaves! Wrap
those singing robes around your
self! Then spend this year learning
how to be a good writer.
Comments? Questions? Suggestions?
Dr. Sharon Cumberland can be reached
at slc@seattleu.edu.
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The "Anniemal" doesn't stop on new record
Angelo Carosio
Online Editor
It's a pretty common belief that
pop music died after the '90s. This
decade has had its popular music
not defined by bubblegum teen
princesses and hunky "funky, but
non-threatening" boy bands, but
by gangsters, materialism, sex and
"getting tipsy." With the main-
stream largely done with this brand
of irresistible sugar-coated tunes,
good pop albums are few and far
between. Annie, however, seems to
be out to change that.
Hailing from Norway, Annie
emerged on the international
scene after the release of her first
album "Anniemal" gained an ap-
propriate amount of blogger buzz.
Songs like "Chewing Gum" and
"Heartbeat," the latter produced
by fellow Norwegians Royksopp,
proved pop music was definitely
not dead. Catchy, danceable and
sugar-sweet, it was a total revival,
easily overshadowing recent efforts
from the former goddesses such as
Britney or Jessica.
Annie's second album, "Don't
Stop," slated for stateside release
Oct. 6, takes the style ofthe first al-
bum and cranks it up to 11.Annie
has called it "pop with strange
edges," but upon listening, it is
immediately noticeable that this
album is more than pop. It is pop,
it is dance and it is electro all at
once. It's catchy, it's funny and its
also deep enough that it demands
more than one listen to catch all of
its crazy eccentricities.
The tracks are varied in style,
some sounding straight out of the
'90s like the first single "IKnow Ur
Girlfriend Hates Me," some faster
"four on the floor" anthems such as
"Song Reminds Me ofYou" and, of
course, the obligatory slow tracks
like "When The Night," which
Annie was pleased to call her "first
powerballad." Hip-hop is even rep-
resented, with the subdued drones
on top of big beats in "Take You
Home."
Annie and producers Timo and
Richard X succeeded in doingwhat
Madonna and Britney's producers
have been trying to do over and
over again: Make an album which
takes the pop style we all love so
much and modernize it.
"Don't Stop" does just that,
utilizing dirty synths, trance-like
melodies and some of the best,
most danceable beats I've heard in
a good while—all while mixing it
up enough so that it never gets bor-
ing. Clubs, be prepared for some
serious bangers.
It's clear her voice has had some
training since "Anniemal" as well,
coming across more dynamic and
powerful throughout. It's especial-
ly clear in songs like "Sweet," and
"Bad Times," whichreally show her
range and vocal ability extremely
well. While in "Anniemal" the vo-
cals are largely more of a rap-sing
hybrid, on most of the tracks here
she belts it out, showcasing her sug-
ar sweet voice in all of its glory.
Combine this with clever lyrics
largely written by Annie herself,
and you end up with a complete
winner, a pop album that's also
not a pop album, since it probably
won't be heard on too many radio
stations.
Save a couple so-so tracks
like "What Do You Want (The
Breakfast Song),', "Don't Stop" is a
masterpiece, an album that should
bring Annie droves of fans beyond
her already established indie blog-
ger base.
Angelo can be contacted at
carosioa@seattleu.edu
Living the fine arts lifestyle at SU
MatthewMartell
Entertainment Editor
For most artists, the "fine arts
lifestyle" is an existence that stands
in stark contrast to the routine hap-
penings ofeveryday life. But die fine
arts lifestyle is not restricted only to
diose who consider themselves to be
"artists." Seattle University'sFineArts
Department provides students ofall
majors and interests widi several av-
enues for expanding their worlds to
encompass die "fine arts existence."
"Its such a rich life, like stepping
up to a delectable and exotic smor-
gasbord ofhuman experience," said
Ki Gottberg, who leads Seatde Us
drama program. "We are what we
eat, and a steady diet ofdie same old,
same old is safe, yes, but dullsville
[...] w are ata Jesuit institution that
strives to educate die whole person
as fundamental to our mission; a
fine arts life is right in line widi this
idea."
Seattle Us FineArts Department
has high hopes for pushing the
boundaries ofartistic expression with
its on-campus events this year.
"Academic programs have an op-
portunity to try tilings professional
organizations may not be able to,"
said Carol Wolfe Clay, chair of the
department. "For diem, they always
have to consider the money, but
it isn't so much of a factor in our
decisions."
In keeping with the adventur-
ous spirit of the department, spring
quarter 2009 will find the depart-
ment interrupting its longstanding
"play-a-quarter" tradition for an ex-
perimental theater project. .
Gottberg will be putting on
a project entitled "SITE [Seattle
Indy Theatre Experiment] Specific
Cabaret." Unlike typical theatrical
productions, where the set is de-
signed to fit the play's script, SITE
will force professional playwrights
to write one-act plays based on a
stage set that will be built inside the
university's Lee Center for the Arts
before production begins.
The theme of SITE will be
"Frontier," an open-ended idea that
ought to inspire a number ofdiverse
pieces. "SITE is a project that is re-
versing the order of theatre," Clay
said.
Following the success of last year's
"The HairyBaby," Seattle U has also
acquired a new professor in its mu-
sic program. Brendan Hogan, who
comes to Seattle U in light ofthe de-
parture of Dominic CodyKramers,
wrote all the music for die produc-
tion and will be instructing this year's
audio recording classes on campus.
Cody Kramers hopes audio re-
cording will inspire non-fine arts
majors to dive into the lifestyle.
"Audio recording offers non-fine
arts students a chance to really show
their creative side," said Hogan.
This year's Artist in Residence is
Brian Kooser, a professional Seattle
puppeteer who will be hosting labs
on campus throughout the year.
Kooser hopes to show students the
tricks of the puppet trade. He'll
also be presenting a series ofDrunk
Puppet Nights each quarter.
"On Drunk Puppet Nights, pro-
fessional puppeteers will come to the
university and do short pieces that
are very adult," Clay said.
Fine Arts will also still be host-
ing all its usual events this year.
Students are encouraged to submit
pieces to Seatde Us literary maga-
zine, "Fragments," which celebrated
its fiftieth birthday last year.
Clayalso encouraged students to
get involved in the clubs on campus
for art enthusiasts.
Seattle U's Fashion Club was
started last year and is advised by
HarmonyArnold, anadjunct profes-
sor in FineArts. Likewise, the Seatde
U Guitar Club will be reconvening
in the coming weeks.
Clay noted getting involved in
Seattle U theater is an opportunity
open to everyone.
"All of our auditions are always
open to everyone," Clay said. "All
you need is an interest in theater, and
you're good enough for us."
Matthew can be contacted at
martellm@seattleu.edu
Garrett Mukai The Spectator
Brendan Hogan, the new audio recording professor for SU.
Aesthetes party
in Pioneer Square
Veronica Martin
StaffWriter
Ifyou are looking to stumble
unassumingly into an elite art
party —where the women are
shimmering in their finery, the
men polished in their appear-
ance, the DJ spinning album af-
ter album for the party-goers on
the dance floor and the mood is
light-hearted and intimate—then
attending theFirst Thursday Art
Walk at Pioneer Square would be
an apt consideration.
And, since it is free to attend,
that leaves some extra funds to
treat yourself to coffee, drinks
or dinner at one of the many
restaurants and bars dotting the
landscape. Locations such as All
City Coffee, Trabant Coffee and
Chai and the Heaven Nightclub
also participate in the spectacle,
hosting artists themselves or
hiring DJs to create a festive
atmosphere.
"I think many people over-
look Pioneer Square," said Lisa
Dixon, interim director of the
Pioneer Square Community
Association. "There are many
great galleries for all ages."
What's more, First Thursday it-
self is a unique event, explained
Dixon. Since it has been going
on for so long—the Art Walk
began in the early 1990s—it
has changed over the years and
is something the whole art com-
munity knows about.
"Half [of the guests] are
the younger crowd," explained
Dixon. "There is a diverse group
ofpeople," as First Thursday has
something for everybody.
First Thursday is by no
means restricted to the artistic
community of Seattle, and you
don't even have to be a declared
lover of art to attend. Ken Allan,
professor ofart history at Seattle
University, said he encourages
students in his introductory art
classes to attend.
"First Thursday is an oppor-
tunity to have a communal art
experience," he explained. "In
this setting, people fee! more
comfortable."
Allen also noted that a prior
knowledge of the work on dis-
play at the event is not necessary
in order for attendees to enjoy
According to Allan, Seattle's
art scene is more accessible than
its counterparts in New York
City, Los Angeles or Chicago.
"First Thursday is best shared
with someone," Allan said. Part
of the experience is convers-
ing with others and comparing
ideas.
Lucas Boyle, a senior fine arts
major, agreed with the impor-
tance ofbringing a friend along.
If it weren't for the adventurous
and bold attitudes of his com-
panions, his first experience at
theArt Walk may have been very
different.
"We were swept into this pri-
vate party [...] It could happen
to anybody," he added.
Boyle offered advice to first
time attendees: "It's easy. There
is a weird 'who's who1 going on,
but everyone is looking good; it's
their time to shine."
Allan recommends either
picking a few venues to focus
on, or spending less time at
each gallery and covering more
ground to get a sense of the va-
riety. Dixon suggests visiting the
619 Western Ave. Arts Building,
which houses a diverse group of
artists' lofts and typically has
a younger crowd. The Tashiro
Kaplan Artist Lofts, home to
50 artists and their families, is
another option.
No matter your course-plot-
ting preference, First Thursday
is a chance to partake in a
celebration.
"It's like the art community
version of a poduck," Boyle ex-
plained. However at this gath-
ering, the guests only need to
bring themselves.
The ArtWalk, which islocated
amid many galleries in Seattle's
Pioneer Square neighborhood,
takes place every first Thursday
ofeach month. Official hours are
from noon to 8 p.m., though of-
ten the celebrations last longer.
Maps are available upon arriv-
al—as well as through the events
interactive new Web site, www.
firstthursdayseattle.com, that
guides guests to the participat-
ing galleries and venues.
Veronica can be contacted
atmartinv@seattleu.edu
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Fall student-athletes sacrifice summer
Andy Wilburn
Staff Writer
Whilestudents finished settling
into Seattle University campus life
this week, fall sports student-ath-
letes are month-and-a-halfveteran
residents.
Last year marked Seattle
University's final year in NCAA
Division II competition. As each
team's season ended, they set their
sights on the coming year. Student-
athletes continued training during
the off-season and the summer
became another conditioning
season.
During the summer different
athletes trainedfor different sports,
but all shared the same goal ofpre-
paring for their first year ofNCAA
Division I competition.
NCAA rules prohibit coaches
from initiating contact with athletes
during the summer. As a result, it
is up to the individual student-
athlete to maintain their skills and
physical ability over the summer.
Before the school year ends coaches
usually meet one-on-one to discuss
goals with each athlete and assign a
detailed set ofworkouts to perform
during the summer.
"It's up to the athletes to
maintain their bodies," said Eric
Schueffner, assistant track & field
coach.
Often these summer workouts
offer lower-intensity workouts
that maintain an athlete's fitness
and skills. The level of commit-
ment rests on the student-athlete's
shoulders.
"You're training to be as good
as you can be," saidKatie Hansen,
senior biology major and women's
cross-country team captain.
Athletes often find motivation
in feeling accountable to their
team, or pressure to remain on
the team. This year athletes are
also motivated by pride and com-
petitiveness as the school moves to
Division I.
For Erik Barkhauf, a freshman
cross-country athlete and interna-
tional business major, motivation
for his summer training came from
a sense of excitement to move to
collegiate cross-country.
Many of the school's athletes
hail from Seattle and the sur-
rounding area and are often able
to meet over the summer to train.
Athletes from out-of-state are of-
ten forced to rely on themselves in
order to satisfy their training
regiments.
Preseason training shortens
summers for fall sports, because
athletes return to campus as early
as August 4.
"You get one-and-a-halfmonths
of summer," says Madison Collins,
women's soccer team co-captain
and senior psychology major.
With such a short summer,
many fall athletes find themselves
without time to hold a job or spend
much time enjoying vacation.
Fall sports student-athletes feel
pressed to maintain their training,
instead.
"The pressure is on yourself,"
said Collins.
Even with their short and po-
tentially intense summers, stu-
dent-athletes are excited to return
to campus. The return to campus
signifies the beginning of their sea-
sons, which is the test ofoff-season
efforts.
Andy can be contacted at
wilburna@seattleu.edu
Student-athletes prep for season away
Eric Gordon
Staff Writer
For certain athletic teams, the
upcoming season may be a long
one.
This is because in light of Seattle
University's transition to Division
I, all of the affected teams have no
D-I records. This gives other D-I
teams little to no incentive to visit
Seattle U's campus.
Some Seattle U teams will travel
most of the season, to locales as
isolated as Anchorage, Ala., and
Fargo, N.D., and as distant as
Puerto Rico.
"We've been working on this
schedule for two years," said Joe
Callero, head coach of men's bas-
ketball. "This is not a hobby; this
is our profession."
Long-distance travel corre-
sponds to other D-I programs
which travel for tournaments
and high profile opponents. For
all the time the teams will spend
away from home, and even further
away from their classrooms, con-
cerns arise how student-athletes
will maintain their academic and
social lives.
"I'm not too concerned, as far
as traveling goes," said men's soc-
cer member, lan Walsh, a senior
accounting and finance major.
"We've got a good group ofguys.
I'm not worried about them. We
get our stuffdone."
Fall sports, including soccer,
already traveled to nearly one
third of their away games for the
season, before fall quarter began.
The men's basketball team will only
miss two days ofschool, however.
The rest of the away games will be
on weekends, Thanksgiving, and
winter break.
In the hopes of gaining na-
tional attention through televised
games, 17 of the 28 men's basket-
ball games this season will be away
games. Despite all of the upcom-
ing travel, student-athletes remain
optimistic in terms of
schoolwork.
"We have the best GPA on the
[basketball] team that we've had in
the last four years," said senior Sean
Burl. "Our coach does a good job
of making sure we get all our work
done. The athletic department in
general is very supportive.'.
With a new NCAA rules
and regulations compliance of-
ficer in athletic administration,
NCAA compliance is important
in avoiding penalties and restric-
tions. Coaches and staff insist
they are confident the student-
athletes will maintain quality
academics.
"I attend the study halls every
Saturday," said Callero. "They're
run by the coaches, not by any-
one else. It just re-emphasizes that
schoolwork is as important as going
to practice."
With the coaches and athletic
administration in full support of
the players' studies, student-ath-
letes feel confident they have the
foundations to be academically
successful on the road.
"It may be challenging from a
fatigue standpoint, but not in terms
ofacademics." Callero added.
Beyond the classroom walls,
the courts and the fields, student-
athletes' social lives face the strain
of life on the road.
"We have outstanding students
to start with, so that's always a
plus," said athletic director Bill
Hogan. "But I think ultimately,
young people are stronger than we
give them credit for."
Some players see the pros and
cons of travel.
"It's awesome being on the
road with the rest of the guys on
the team, going out to dinner
and stuff," said senior men's soc-
cer player Andrew Kreiter, "but
it kind ofstinks when everyone's
back in Seattle having fun. In a
way you're kind ofout of the loop
sometimes."
Coaches and administra-
tion noted freshman student-
athletes have more difficulty ad-
justing to life on the road than
veteran players.
For some athletes, time away
from campus is a kind of escape.
"I enjoy my time on the road,"
added lan Walsh, "It allows me to
almost get away from the social
aspect."
"We know that as a basketball
player, [being a student-athlete] is
your number one job," said Sean
Burl. "As college athletes, you
don't have time for a very detailed
social life."
During a transitional year for
athletics, the administration, stu-
dent-athletesand athletic directors
are confident in their time on the
road.
"Its just good life experience.
It's exciting. It'll be fun," said
Callero.
Eric can be contactedat
gordone@seattleu.edu
Seattle U women's
soccer game
Braden VanDragt The Spectator
Portland State vs. SeattleUniversity at Championshipfieid. Jordan
Salisbury takes a header white defending. The game ended in a
doubleovertime tie 1-1 Sun Sept. 21.
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Upcoming Events
Saturday, October 4
Cross Country
Emerald City Open
10:30 am
Lower Woodland Park
Women's softball
St. Martins vs. SU
3:00 p.m.
Logan Field
Men's Soccer
Cal State Backersfield vs. SU
12:00 p.m.
Championship field
Sunday, October 5
Women's Soccer
Eastern vs. SU
1:00 p.m.
Championship Field
D-l run so far
Men's Soccer
9/27 SU vs. Simon Fraser (1-0)
9/21 San Jose State vs. Seattle
U (2-1)
9/19 SU vs. Concordia(CA)
(0-0)
9/13 SU vs. FloridaAtlantic U
(2-1)
9/12 SU vs. Florida GulfCoast
U (2-1)
96SU vs. Howard U (9-1)
9/5Chico State vs. SU (1-0)
9/1 SU vs. North Florida (3-0)
8/30 SU vs. Cleveland State
(1-0)
Women'sSoccer
SU vs. CSU Bakensfiekj
(2-0)
9/26SU vs. Fresno State (2-1)
9/21 Portland State vs. SU (1-1)
9/17 Washington State vs. SU
(2-0)
9/7 SU vs. Boise State (2-1)
95SU vs. Idaho (1-0)
8/31 SU vs. San Jose State
(0-0)
8/29 SU vs. Sacramento State
(1-1)
8/24 Utah Statevs. SU (2-1)
822 SU vs. Weber State (2-1)
Volleyball
9/27 U San Francisco vs. SU
(0-3)
9/27 SU vs. PENN (3-2)
9/26 Saint Mary's vs. SU (0-3)
9/20 San Diego vs. SU (0-3)
9/18 Washington vs. SU (0-3)
9/14 Oregon vs. SU
(0-3)
9/13 Portland State vs. SU (0-3)
9/12 Portland vs.SU (0-3)
9/12 SU vs. Idaho (3-2)
9/7 Nevada vs. SU (1-3)
9/6 UCLA vs.SU (0-3)
9/4 South Floridavs. SU (0-3)
9/2 Oregon State vs. SU (0-3)
8/30 Cal State Northridge vs.
SU (0-3)
8/30 Washington State vs. SU
(2-3)
8/29 SU vs. Boise State (3-0)
Athletics attrition rate not
unusual, despite D-l shift
Katie Farden
StaffWriter
Tucked away in closet cor-
ners of over 30 athletes this year,
Seattle University Redhawks jer-
seys, warm-ups and swim caps will
slowly begin to gather dust.
Since Seattle U moved to
Division I athletics all teams lost
at least one athletically eligible
player. As 104 freshman meld into
the athletic program, 34 athletes
will watch from the stands after
they chose to end their collegiate
athletic careers this year.
Having lost six veteran swim-
mers this year, the women's swim
team provides the premier example
of the changing face of athletics.
This season, freshmen will consti-
tute more than half of the team.
For some students, the univer-
sity's choice to change divisions
played a role in their decision to
resign from theirathletic careers.
"It was not what made me quit,
but it was definitely a factor," said
former swimmer and junior Alex
Weiss.
After turning down offers to
swim for Division I collegiate
programs when she was a senior
in high school, Weiss chose to start
at Seattle U's Division II program
in 2006.
"I wanted to swim Division II
so I could balance swimming and
school," she said.
A former women's soccer player,
Whitney Knox, opted not to return
this year despite enjoying last sea-
son and the team chemistry.
"I definitely don't enjoy the
game enough for Division I,"
said Knox. "I don't have time for
Division I, and I liked the mood
at Division II."
Weiss' described her two years
as a student-athlete with similar
enthusiasm.
"Our coaches were awesome,
and I really don't want this to re-
flect poorly on them," she stated.
"I think most of the girls who quit
feel the same way."
According to the athletic de-
partment, student-athletes de-
cided not to return to their teams
for a multitude ofreasons. Fatigue,
physical injury, family issues and
personal needs are among the many
factors that cause athletes to step
permanently onto the sideline.
Last year's teams saw a similar
number of athletes who chose to
stop playing—thirty-three stu-
dents with, eligibility did not re-
turn. Assistant Athletic Director
Erin Englehardt explained that the
athletic department tries to meet
with all student-athletes who opt
not to use their eligibility to play
in their upcoming seasons.
"Everyone who chose not to
play this year made that choice
on their own," Englehardt said.
"Obviously, we want them to
know we are proud ofwhat they're
doing, both as students and as
athletes."
The personal needs of both
Weiss and Knox factored in their
decisions to leave their teams.
"I had been swimming since I
was four, so it was sort of just time
for me to stop," Weiss said.
A full commitment to the
team and program was something
Knox couldn't make in good
conscience.
"I thought that my spot should
go to someone who has the passion
to play," Knox said. Whether they
decided to compete again this year
or not, the university's change to
D-I impacted all student-athletes
at Seattle U. This year's swimmers,
for example, will not be able to
compete in division nationals for
the next five years.
"Had I known about the plan
to move to Division I earlier, I
can't say I would not have still
came," Weiss said, "but I might
have planned my swimming career
differently."
Weiss also noted a change in
the energy ofpractices last year af-
ter the team found out about the
change in division.
"I did know that the university
was making the switch," Knox
said. "I just didn't realize how
big of a difference it really was,"
she said.
The Seattle U athletic program
moves into Division I this year
without Knox, Weiss and thirty-
one other veteran athletes.
Katie can be contacted at
fardenk@seattleu.edu
New Hawks in the nest
Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
As the Athletic Department
gears up for its first year in Division
I, two new assistant athletic direc-
tors have been added to take on
the challenge.
Shawn Farrell was hired as as-
sistant athletic director for compli-
ance and rules education in July
2008.
While the move to D-I does
not constitute much of a change
in rules for athletics, there will be
more regulation from the NCAA.
With more funding, more is de-
manded of the school as far as
documenting activities and spend-
ing goes.
Farrell's job requires rais-
ing awareness about compliance
among both staff and student-
athletes on a higher level than
in the past. He is responsible for
rules education within the Athletic
Department and ensuring they
stay within the box of what is okay
with the NCAA. Farrell said that
his charge is to explore as much of
what is possible within that box
while staying true to the mission
of the university.
A native of Issaquah, Farrell
played soccer at Sonoma State
University in California for two
years. He then finished his de-
gree at the University ofArkansas
at Little Rock where he was the
student assistant coach with the
women's volleyball team. Farrell
returned to Washington to attend
law school at the University of
Washington.
After law school he started to
explore working within sports
and worked on marketing and
legal issues for the 1996 Atlanta
Olympics. He then practiced law
in the Seattle area for five years be-
fore being hired at the University
of Washington as a catalyst of
change after their scandal with-
in the Athletic Department in
2005.
Farrell remained at the
University ofWashington four and
a half years. His job at Seattle U
allows for more interaction with
the student-athletes and he enjoys
the family-like atmosphere within
the Athletic Department.
Athletics hired Josh Cooprider
over the summer to promote the
Redhawks both on campus and
in the surrounding community.
Cooprider is the newly formed
assistant athletic director for
marketing and external affairs.
Cooprider hails from Wenatchee,
Wash. He played basketball at
Northwest Nazarene University
and then moved to England to
play on theBritish basketball team
and do post-graduate work at the
University ofWorcester. Plans to
stay for one year changed as he
ended up with a full-time coaching
job and an opportunity to work in
athletic administration. He stayed
in England for five years.
Since he returned to
Washington, Cooprider is focusing
on ways to connect the Athletic
Department to the campus as well
as the Seattle community. He be-
lieves that it is crucial that the en-
tire Seattle U community supports
the move to Division I.
His newest promotion, Red
Fridays, encourages everyone at
Seattle U to wear red in support
of the Athletic Department.
Cooprider said one ofhis main
goals is to build a student group on
campus that everyone will want to
be a part of.
As for connecting to the out-
side community, one event in par-
ticular aims to get the entire city of
Seattle fired up about the return to
Division I. Jan. 1,2009, men's bas-
ketball will play Loyola Marymount
Universityat Key Arena. Cooprider
hopes that this kickoff celebration
will show Seattle that Seattle U is
ready to take on Division I.
The training room is full ofnew
faces to help ensure the Redhawks
perform to the best of their ath-
letic abilities. Because most of the
Redhawk's season will be spent
away from'home, it was impera-
tive that the training room was
adequately staffed. The move to
Division I means that the trainers
will spend more time traveling with
the teams.
Head athletic trainer Matt
Bussman was hired in May 2008
and was previously the associate
athletic trainer at Johns Hopkins
University in Baltimore for five
years.
Upon employment with Seattle
U, Bussman picked his entire staff.
He believes that it is important they
share the same vision and goals. He
will be tending to men's basketball,
men's soccer, and golf.
The two new assistant ath-
letic trainers, Thomas Garcia and
Caroline Durocher, also bring ath-
letic training experience to the table.
Garcia spent the last two years with
the Seattle Seahawks and worked
with two Big Six schools: University
of Florida andTexas Tech Durocher
was hired by Hastings College af-
ter attending graduate school at
Hastings College.
Additionally, Garcia assumed
the role of strength coach for the
entire department. With a different
schedule for every sport, he has to
be very efficient with his time man-
agement. He said there has been
a learning curve with scheduling
his time and there are a few things
to tweak in the future. Garcia will
also cover volleyball and track and
field.
Durocher is a graduate of
Bellevue Christian School and her
husband is the head athletic train-
er at former rival Seattle Pacific
University. She will cover women's
basketball and women's soccer.
Bussman hopes that his staff and
he will "make an immediate posi-
tive impact." He said he is excited
for the freshman class who will * *
see great growth in the Athletic
Department in their time at Seattle
University.
Taylor can be contacted at
olsont@seattleu.edu
Top 10 tips for
staying healthy
Liz Caval
Features Editor
1. Take care of the body and the mind will follow. Poor
physical health can exacerbate or even cause mental health
problems. Maintaining physical health through proper nutrition,
sleep, exercise and recreation is the first key to maintaining
your mental health. Sleep deprivation, common among
college students, is a huge factor in student mental health
problems.
2. Routine, routine, routine. Students who create a regular
routine for themselves do better academically, socially and
emotionally. Be a creature of habit: get up at a similar time
each day and go to sleep at a similar time; be consistent
about study times and locations. Build regular exercise and
fun into a routine.
3. Branch out. Social connections are essential to human life,
just like water and air. Now is the time to reach out to make *
new friends, join a club, connect with campus resources like
the Office of Multicultural Affairs, SEAC, or ASSU, and begin a
recreational sports activity, etc.
4. Be open to the experience of learning and growing. This
is a time of change and transition. Things may or may not
go as well as planned. What happens this first quarter is not
necessarily an indication of what will happen next quarter or
during the span of time at Seattle U. Silence the internal critical
voice, harsh self-judgments are not useful.
5. Know personal drinking limits. If alcohol is on the agenda,
understand what the limits and always have friends present to
keep an eye out.
6. Take care of the body. Food is fuel for our bodies (and
minds), make sure that you are eating healthy, balanced meals
and exercising regularly.
7. Take time to decompress. Being in college can be stressful,
and it's really important to find ways to relax and have balance
in your lives.
8. Know when to ask for help. If class is a struggle, ask the
professor for help or a referral for a tutor. It's better to catch
this early. A professor can't educate a student who already
knows, or doesn't seek specific instruction.
9. Be direct with your advisor. Use them as a resource to your
academic success, but inform them of any specific questions
or concerns. For sophomores and upper-classmen, advisors
will become the single-most important people in academic
preparations for graduation, grad school, and a career.
10. Ran academic schedules as early as possible. Think
long-term. Don't think about the upcoming quarter exclusively,
but think about every quarter until you graduate. Think about
which core and major courses are still required to'fulfill in order
to graduate and slowly build classes into each quarter.
Written with the assistance of Deb Hinchey, director of Health
and Wellness Promotion, and Susan Hawkins, director of
Counseling and Psychological Services.
Liz can be contacted at
cavale@seattleu.edu
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When 90 freshmen moved in to their double rooms precari-
ously modified to fit three students, Housing and Residence Life
had gift baskets waiting for them, complete with a letter from
Housing Director Romando Nash.
It was a well thought out gesture to smooth the situation over
with parents. Squeezed-in roommates—and many of their par-
ents—complained very little.
Tho gift baskets were only a waste of Housings budget—not
to mention, a slight to every otherstudent living in the traditional
halls on campus.
Because while residents of the transitional triples, as they were
dubbed, have already started moving out, the lounges on floors
throughout campus will likely continue to house four students
for much ofthe year.
That means on-campus residents are out of that study space;
that extra room on the floor where they can get a little breathing
room. Lounges that have traditionally been programming and
community spaces now have a closed door. Students in triples and
quads will be forced into a second difficult transition when they
finally get to move.
Housing prefers to call its student housing residence halls be-
cause students not only sleep in them but learn, live and social-
ize as well. Drastic overcapacity, transitional triples and converted
lounges throw this reasoning into question.
Campion, Xavier and Bellarmine can now be fittingly described
as dorms by many of their residents.
Housing did not create the problem. It's only left with the un-
savory task of making do with too many residents and too little
space.
Despite the growing number ofpeople applying to and choos-
ing Seattle U, the Admissions Office increased its admissions rate
from 64 percent last year to 65.5 percent this year.
Its no wonder then that Seattle Us latest record-setting fresh-
men class has jumped from 768 students in fall 2007 to an esti-
mated 900 students.
While the university is well on its way to becoming the pre-
mier independent school in the Northwest that it wants to be,
Admissions must be more conservative in admitting students to
prevent straining other departments and, in particular, Housing
and Residence Life.
A lower admissions rate means more selectivity and improves
Seattle U that much better.
With the development in limbo on the new apartment-style
housing on 12th Avenue and Cherry Street, Housing will be
hard pressed again next year if Admissions doesn't accept less
students.
Its time for Housing to rethink its policy which keeps sopho-
more students on campus. While diere are a multitude ofstudies
that prove it's beneficial for students to be close to their academics,
it's not beneficial to tdke already scarce study areas from students,
either.
Without a new strategy in Housing and a lower admissions
rate, next year even more students will find themselves living in
transitional triples and converted lounges. Library renovations will
leave students withouteven morestudy space. The same problems,
may be met with the same apology.
Welcome to Seattle University. Welcome to the dorms. Sorry,
we admitted too many students. Again. Here's a gift basket.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Joshua Lynch, Jessica Van Gilder, BenWatanabe, Liz Caval and Matthew Martell. Signed commentariesreflect the opinions of the
authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
Online anonymity enables cowards
Matthew Martell
Entertainment Editor
With the Spectator entering the
foray ofonline journalism,"it is im-
portant to note that the world of
digital media presents several prob-
lems not faced by printed publica-
tions. Most significantly, there is
an aspect of user interaction with
online publications that is not faced
by physical media: user comments
in response to stories.
Receiving reader feedback is
an ideal way for all news orga-
nizations to improve their work
and published content. The on-
line arena adds a frustrating level
of complexity to the enterprise.
Since readers are not required to
purchase a subscription in order
to post responses on the Spectator
website, the criticism they deliver
can be—and often is—completely
anonymous. With the concept of
accountability removed from the
critical process, people can let fly
whatever comments they want, and
as a result the aspect of construc-
tion in criticism often falls by the
wayside.
Let me reiterate that I under-
stand feedback to be an invaluable
resource in the journalistic world,
but there is a huge difference
between a comment like "the piece
is well written, but facts x and y are
wrong," and a comment like "this
peace sucks I hate teh spectator,"
and that difference is more than
syntactical or grammatical.
Further, I am simply sickened
by the cowardice and complacency
that seems to be running rampant
of late in the online world. You
would hope and likely presume
that, ifsomeone has a serious issue
or a serious distaste for a piece of
journalism, they should have the
guts to present their qualms in a
way that leaves them accountable,
but more often than not that is not
the case in online user comments.
I also see this issue as being
something of a double-edged
sword for journalists everywhere.
In the field, and especially when
writing opinion pieces, journalists
become known for their bylines;
their names are attached to every
piece they submit, and they are in-
nately accountable for everything
they express in their writing. Now,
with online journalism eclipsing
the physical medium of print, po-
tentially journalists willnot be able
to know their admirers and critics
on a first name basis. Perhaps it is
a bit nostalgic of me to think this
way, but I feel if the online spiral
continues, the concept of signed
letters to the editor will become
a nostalgic concept. People will
bash publications for the purposes
of inflating their own egos, their
anonymous hostility bringing ev-
eryone associated with whatever
publication they target down to
their level.
Another pet peeve of mine in
the world of online journalism is
what some refer to as "comment
wars" between users. These occur
when one person posts a comment
in response to an article, and an-
other person replies to that com-
ment with an offensive or nay-say-
ing statement, and the two posters
bicker back and forth ad nauseum
for an indefinite period of time
until they get bored—which, for
some stalwart comment posters,
can take days.
This sort of thing is not only
unproductive and annoying; it is
generally completely off topic and
is detrimental to the flow ofwhat
can often otherwise be decent on-
line conversation and criticism. It
does nothing but reaffirm the sad
fact that far too many people have
a tendency to regress to the level of
six year olds in the online world,
afraid of losing their personal ven-
dettas and too stubborn and naive
to realize theworthlessness ofwhat
they are saying.
We live in a nation that guaran-
tees its citizens freedom of speech,
but it needs to be remembered that
with rights come responsibilities.
Say what you will about whatever
publication you wish, but please
have the dignity and the decency to
address them using your real name.
No one is helping anyone else in
hiding behind idiotic internet
identities, and criticism is worth-
less when it is reduced to faceless,
irresponsible hatred.
Further, I am simply
sickened by the
cowardice and
complacency that
seems to be running
rampant of late in
the online world.
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu
Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and e-mailed to Ben Watanabe at watanabl@seattleu.edu. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length,
spelling, grammar and style errors.
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opinion
Emergency text messages failed students
Ben Watanabe
Sports/Opinions Editor
If two violent men had attacked
a student on campus, would you
want to know as you walked alone
that same night? Or would you want
to be informed almost nine hours
later?
A male student was mugged on
campus outside die Student Center,
Monday night. But students were
left unaware until Tuesday at 8:52
a.m., when they were informed via
email. The heavily promoted and
administration-backed e2Cam-
pus emergency messaging system
failed to alert students ofa potential
threat on campus. e2Campus alerts
subscribers via text message and/or
email.
The last incident e2Campus in-
formed students of, was the earth-
quake drill March 3. The three
Seattle University e2Campus alerts
were all tests and simulations. Many
incidents occurred since then with-
out any e2Campus alerts. While I'm
not a public safety expert, it makes
me wonder what constitutes a wor-
thy emergency message.
I admit, the email alert said the
student was alone, which is never
advised when walking at night. I as-
sume the standard measures of safety
and prevention Public Safety pro-
motes after any incident could have
diminished the likelihoodof such an
incident. Still, students should feel
safe to walk across campus without
fear ofassault.
As universities across the coun-
try pay for similar services, students
continue ignoring encouragements
to enroll in these free-for-student
services. I'm now registered to
e2Campus, and I don't live on cam-
pus. But I now also carry my Swiss
Army pocket knife, complete with
can opener, bottle opener, plastic pin
for stitching needle, Philips screw-
driver, some piece I have no idea
what it does, and now added func-
tion ofself-defense. While no fur-
ther on campus incidents occurred
Monday night, the point is students
walking on or around campus were
uninformed, and they should have
been informed, and the assault could
have happened to them.
Please register for the e2Campus
service. It's free, has the potential to
protect you and others, and consid-
ering all of the university resources
are provided by the money that
comes from student tuition. But
Public Safety needs to establish and
notify students, faculty and staff
what the criteria are for incidents
to be e2Campus-worthy. All violent
incidents on and around campus
should be communicated to students
via the e2Campus system to avoid
help prevent further incidents.
Students should feel
safe to walk across
campus without
fear of assualt.
Ben can be reached at
watanabi©seattleu.edu
The Ten:
10. We claim Elgin Baylor
9. Capitol Hill is
cooler than the Uni-
versity District
8. A walk-able campus
7. Higher tuition
6. We have residence
halls, not dorms
(and they're much
nicer, anyhow)
5. No frat boys and
sorority girls throwing up
4. Our mascot is su-
perior in nearly every
way imaginable
3. We have a
safer campus
2. We actually know
our professors and
administrators, and
they know us
1. Our football team
is undefeated
Green campus short on bike parking
Jessica Ishmael
Staff Photographer
So you want to ride a bike to
class? For many ofus non-campus
dwellers, this is our most viable op-
tion ofgetting to and from school.
It's easy, cheap, quick, counts as ex-
ercise and you don't have to worry
about finding parking space. Or
do you?
Parking a bike on campus isn't
as easy as it should be due to lack
ofbike rack space. I'm sure I know
some campus officials would say
there is plenty of spaces available
for bikes. But ifyou're an everyday
rider, rain and sun alike, you will
know this is not the case. Ofcourse
it's easy to find a spot on those days
when therain will not stop. But for
most ofthe other times, especially
on beautiful sunny days, the lack
ofspace is ever-present.
You see, I'm a late arriver; some
people may call it unpunctual. So
I ride my bike to school, because I
know that from the moment my
tire hits the pavement from my
front door, it takes me almost four
minutes to ride to campus. Then it
should take about another minute
to park and walk in the door. So I
just got accustomed to locking my
bike to a light pole, because of lack
of time for finding another spot
on campus, and for lack of spaces
within the bike racks. Until I found
out that campus security was cut-
ting locks and impounding bikes
for being "illegally parked". So my
question is: where do you expect
us to park?
For being such an environmen-
tally conscious and sustainable
campus, you wouldthink thatthere
would be more than four bike racks
holding eight bikes each by Piggott
and Admin. I don't know about
you, but I feel like a huge chunk
of core classes are held within those
buildings, and with a majority of
Seattle University students being
commuters, you would think that
our environmentally sound cam-
pus would try to encompass more
carbon sensitive ways ofgetting to
and from school. Even at Campion
where many on campus residents
park their bike, there never seems
to be enough space for even one
more bike.
Many of us students rely on
our bikes as our main source of
transportation, and instead of be-
ing congratulated for helping re-
duce our carbon footprint with a
quick easy place to park, we get our
bike locks cut, and fined for "park-
ing illegally." So come on Seattle
University. You owe it to us, and
to the environment to spend some
ofour hard earned tuition on a few
more bike racks.
Jessica can be reached at
ishmaelj@seattleu.edu
Where do you
expect us to park?
Letter to the Editor
Dear Sirs,
I am appalled that John McCain,
a man I once admired, made an
irresponsible choice for running
mate in his blind effort to be the
oldest president ever elected.
During her briefstint asAlaska's
governor, Sarah Palin has been very
focused—on herself. Her revolving
door of fired or disgruntled key
staffin just 21 months in office was
not news to those who follow state
politics. But national coverage of
the extent ofhusband Todd Palin's
involvement in state government
was new and quite disturbing.
Also disturbing is our governor's
frequent two-sided and two-faced
contradictions. Sarah Palin served
as a director of Sen. Ted Stevens'
fundraising political action com-
mittee. But when he was indicted
Palin sharply criticized the man
who had helped fund her pet proj-
ects in Alaska. Palin promised a
more ethical government under her
watch, but now she and her hus-
band are stonewalling a state inves-
tigation into the governor's firing
ofAlaska's top cop because he re-
fused her requests to fireher former
brother-in-law. Palin months ago
encouraged, evenwelcomed the in-
vestigation — until she was nomi-
nated for vice president.
Palin supported the infamous
"Bridge to Nowhere" inKetchikan,
Alaska. But when national public
sentiment scorned the effort, she
flip-flopped and stopped the proj-
ect. What she won't tell you is she
intends to spend the tens of mil-
lions of federal dollars on other
projects in Alaska. Meanwhile,
there is a second billion-dollar
Alaska bridge project still under
way. She has not stopped that one,
a fact she does not tellAmericans.
Fiscal conservatives should be
shocked that Republican Palin
pushed a $1,200 "energy rebate"
through the Legislature this sum-
mer, handing out state checks to
people in an election year. Rather
than deal with the state's energy cri-
sis in a thoughtful manner, she ig-
nored Republican and Democratic
pleas not to throw free money at
every man, woman and child in
the state. The shortsighted solution
kept her approval rating up, but
did not address the long-term issue
of affordable, sustainable energy.
Meanwhile, Alaska ranks 41st in
the nation health care access, qual-
ity and costs. But while our state is
awash in oil tax revenues the Palin
administration has refused to sup-
port adding more children to the
state's children's health insurance
program. A bill to ease eligibility
rules for the insurance passed the
state Senate but, because ofher re-
fusal to act, it died in the House. As
a result, 1,200 children in Alaska's
working families still do not qualify
for basic health care coverage.
Alaska has the dubious distinc-
tion ofhaving a rape rate 2.5 times
higher than the national average.
EveryAmerican should beappalled
that under Palin's watch as a may-
or, rape victims in her town had
to pay for rape kits used for police
investigations. Her adamant stance
against abortion, even in the case of
rape and incest, is unfair to women
faced with that double nightmare.
Thomas Jefferson said, "Honesty is
the first chapter in the book ofwis-
dom." Palin has neither the wisdom
nor thehonesty to be vice president
ofour great country. Sen. McCain
should be ashamed of himself for
choosing an ill-prepared politician
to be his running mate.
Claire Richardson
Juneau, Alaska
Claire Richardson is a Seattle University
student earning a Masters in Pastoral
Studies. She commutes from Alaska to
Seattle for weekend classes. Born in
Seattle, she moved toNome in 1986 as
a volunteer reporter for KNOM Catholic
radio station. From 1994-2002 Claire
was a spokesperson and the director
of communications for Governor Tony
Knowles, D-Ala.
During her brief
stint as Alaska's
governor, Sarah
Palin has been very
focused - on herself.
Quote of the week
"It's such a rich
life, like step-
ping up to a
delectable and
exotic smorgas-
bord of human
experience, we
are what we eat,
and a steady
diet of the same
old, same old
is safe, yes, but
dullsville."
- Ki Gottberg
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Spectator photographers go to Italy
Photography students from
Seattle University, including all
four Spectator photographers,
traveled to Italy this summer as
part of a study abroad trip with
photo professor Claire Garoutte.
The group spent four weeks
documenting the life and culture
of Siena. These four shots are
among thousands taken weekly
by the photographers. The en-
tire class will be presenting their
work at the Kinsey Gallery during
a show in January.
Braden VanDragt The Spectator
Clara Ganey The Spectator JessicaIshmael The Spectator
Garrett Mukai The Spectator
Narcotics
September 23,1:48 AM
Public Safety officers and RA's in-
vestigated an odor of marijuana
in Campion. A small amount of
substance was turned overby the
room occupants, including some
alcohol. All illegal substances
were disposed of.
Criminal Trespass
September 23,11:45 a.m.
Public Safety escorted a male
non-affiliate from the Murphy
residence external areas, where
he was found loitering. The male
did not have any identification
and no business reason for be-
ing present.
Suspicious Person
September 24, 1:48 a.m.
Public Safety warned a malenon-
affiliate found sitting in the bushes
on the exterior of Hunthausen.
MedicalAssist
September 25, 7:15 a.m.
Public Safety and the Seattle Fire
Department responded to a stu-
dent found lying on the hallway
floor. The student was found to
have low blood sugar. The stu-
dent was transported to a local
medicalfacility for treatment
Safety Assist
September 25, 8:15 am.
Public Safety and the Seattle
Fire Department responded to
a vehicle leaking a quantity of
gasoline. The area wasclosed off,
tank drained and vehicle towed
for repairs.
Graffiti
September 26, 7:15 a.m.
A Public Safety officer on patrol
discovered graffiti on theexterior
of the Pastel Building. Facilities
staff are cleaning up the mark-
ings.
Open Containers -
Alcohol
September 27,11:30 p.m.
Public Safety warned two non-
affiliate males walking down the
lower mall consuming alcohol.
MedicalAssist
September 28, 5:40 p.m.
PS and SFD responded to a
student who had reported diffi-
culty breathing and shortness of
breath. The student was trans-
ported to a local hospital and
later released.
